
MASTER OF 
ARCHITECTURE
IIT Architecture’s M.Arch. first professional degree serves those stu-
dents seeking a rigorous professional education. The curriculum of 
required and elective courses consist of design studios, architectural 
history and theory, building technologies, structures, representation, 
and professional practice. Design studios, which are at the heart of the 
program, follow a sequence of increasing complexity, proceeding from 
the basic elements of architecture, to buildings, and finally to the city. 
In the introductory period of the program, students are exposed to the 
fundamental elements of architecture and aspects of the profession. 
The history and theory of architecture are introduced as students de-
velop skills of verbal, graphic and written communication. The second 
year of the program continues to develop the students’ skills while 
engaging them with issues of contemporary architecture and urban-
ism in design studios and related coursework that focus on the archi-
tectural and infrastructural elements that comprise the city. The final 
year of the architecture programs introduces students to urban design 
in research-based, forward-looking studios that speculate on the city 
of the future and related coursework on the city and global urbanism. 
The degree is accredited by the National Architectural Accreditation 
Board (NAAB), and is a necessary component for licensure in the field.
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ADVANCED STANDING
Candidates who hold a B.S. in Architecture, or an equivalent pre-professional architecture degree, 
that partially fulfills requirements may qualify for up to one year of advanced standing in the 
professional degree program. Candidates will be evaluated for advanced standing status on a 
case-by-case basis and will be notified of their specific status upon admission. Admission with 
Advanced Standing may allow the candidate to complete the Master of Architecture degree in as 
few as two years (four semesters) and a minimum of 60 credit hours, depending on prior prepa-
ration. For applicants with undergraduate degrees in architecture, the portfolio is the single most 
important component of your application. Project selection should be heavily skewed towards 
large-scale comprehensive design projects developed across several scales. Mastery of structur-
al design, familiarity with advanced building technologies, and thorough knowledge of building 
practices should be clearly communicated. 

CURRICULUM AND ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
To be admitted without conditions to the M.Arch. program, an applicant is required to possess the 
following:
1) an understanding of basic systems and analytical procedures, including mechanics, heat transfer, 
light and sound, as demonstrated through the successful completion of college level physics 
course equivalent to IIT’s PHYS 212;
2) an understanding of basic mathematical principles and analytical procedures, including algebra, 
geometry, and trigonometry, as demonstrated through the successful completion of college-level 
mathematics equivalent to IIT’s MATH 122;
3) a basic ability to produce freehand drawings of architectural forms and spaces, as demonstrat-
ed by the successful completion of one college-level drawing course or by portfolio submissions;
4) a basic understanding of design, as demonstrated by the successful completion of one college-level 
design course or by portfolio submissions;
5) a minimum of 45 semester hours (or the quarter hour equivalent) outside of architectural 
studies, either as general studies or electives with content outside of architecture
    Candidates admitted with deficiencies in any of these prerequisites must fulfill them before 
matriculation. Students with a background outside of the area of architecture may be asked to 
complete an introductory studio prior to the start of classes. Prerequisite courses do not apply to 
program credit hours, nor are English language courses required for international students. 
Applicants must have a college grade point average of 3.0 on a 4.0 scale.

SCHOLARSHIP
Scholarships and fellowships are awarded to 
students who have an outstanding combined 
portfolio and academic record. The College 
of Architecture offers one-year and half-year 
scholarships to deserving applicants; only for 
their first year of study. Applicants are reviewed 
by the graduate admissions committee, and 
those who fall under the priority deadline will 
be notified of scholarship offers in March. 
Teaching assistant assignments are made a 
week before the beginning of each term. 

PORTFOLIO REQUIREMENTS
IIT Architecture does require a portfolio for 
admission. For applicants to the three year 
program, the portfolio is a very important part 
of the application packet and should offer the 
admission committee a view of aptitude for 
design work. For those applicants coming from 
allied fields, the challenge will be to demon-
strate that your design ability and work skills 
are adequate to advanced architectural stud-
ies. For those students coming from fields that 
are not architecture or design related the work 
shown should demonstrate an aptitude for the 
unique way of engaging in design. Examples 
of work showing ability in drawing or graphics 
is helpful. Work from other disciplines should 
certainly be included, especially for those 
candidates applying from non-design fields. 
Previous successful portfolios have included 
drawing, watercolors, sculpture, graphic de-
sign, photography and creative writing.

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE/LANDSCAPE AR-
CHITECTURE (M.ARCH./ M.L.A.) DUAL DEGREE
This newly created dual degree program 
provides core knowledge in both fields, while 
emphasizing shared territories and concerns, 
preparing students for the full complexity of 
the contemporary metropolis. The combined 
M.Arch./M.L.A. embraces integrative thinking 
and addresses the challenges and opportuni-
ties of the 21st century. With just two addi-
tional semesters of study, students can add 
a second, highly desirable graduate degree. 
Those with a Bachelor of Architecture can 
apply for advanced standing further reducing 
their studies by one year.  
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Curriculum 

Advanced Standing

1ST YEAR FALL (ELEMENTS)
ARCH 541-Architecture Studio I
ARCH 506-Design Communications I
ARCH 500-History of Architecture
ARCH 505-Urban Ecology
  
Total Hours

2ND YEAR FALL (NEIGHBORHOOD)
ARCH 543-Architecture Studio III
ARCH 508-Design Communications III
ARCH 485-Structural Mechanics
ARCH 520-Intro to Urbanism
ARCH 513-Mechanical and  
  Electrical Building Systems I
Total Hours

3RD YEAR FALL (METROPOLIS)
ARCH 545-Cloud Studio
ARCH 502/3-Advanced History/Theory
ARCH 560/1/2/3 Pro Practice
Architecture Elective   
Architecture Elective   
Total Hours

1ST YEAR FALL (NEIGHBORHOOD)
ARCH 543-Architecture Studio III
ARCH 508-Design Communications III
ARCH 485-Structural Mechanics
ARCH 520-Intro to Urbanism
ARCH 513-Mechanical and  
  Electrical Building Systems I
Total Hours

2ND YEAR FALL (METROPOLIS)
ARCH 545-Cloud Studio
ARCH 502/3-Advanced History/Theory
ARCH 560/1/2/3 Pro Practice
Architecture Elective   
Total Hours

1ST YEAR SPRING (HOUSE)
ARCH 542-Architecture Studio II
ARCH 507-Design Communications II
ARCH 501-Contemporary Arch
ARCH 486-Structural Analysis
Architecture Elective   
Total Hours

2ND YEAR SPRING (INSTITUTION)
ARCH 544-Architecture Studio IV (CBD) 
ARCH 502/3-Advanced History/Theory
ARCH 568 -Architectural Practice
Materials Elective 
ARCH 514-Mechanical and  
   Electrical Building Systems II
Total Hours

3RD YEAR SPRING (METROPOLIS)
ARCH 546-Cloud Studio
Architecture Elective   
Architecture Elective   
Architecture Elective

Total Hours
TOTAL CREDIT HOURS

1ST YEAR SPRING (INSTITUTION)
ARCH 544-Architecture Studio IV (CBD) 
ARCH 502/3-Advanced History/Theory
ARCH 486-Structural Analysis
ARCH 568-Architectural Practice
ARCH 514-Mechanical and 
  Electrical Building Systems II
Total Hours

3RD YEAR SPRING (METROPOLIS)
ARCH 546-Cloud Studio
Architecture Elective   
Architecture Elective   
Architecture Elective
Total Hours
TOTAL CREDIT HOURS
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SAMPLE CURRICULUM
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